
UNMATCHED VIEWS AND ONLY 7 MINUTES FROM

THE MACKAY CBD

Offices • Medical/Consulting

Level 1 Mackay Marina, Mackay, Qld 4740

116.0 m² - 308.0 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Tue 21-Dec-21

Property Description

Marina and ocean views
Two tenancies available
Onsite car parking

Available now are these two stunning first floor modern offices, located right on the waters
edge at the Mackay Marina. The tenancies each feature wide glass frontages to the Marina
and incredible natural light. These first floor tenancies are accessed via a lift.

This first level office property provides a modern existing fitout, including large offices/
training rooms, kitchenette, outdoor balcony with sweeping views, and shared amenities on
the same level. The complex provides incredible onsite parking, only metres from your
doorstep.

The Mackay Marina is a bustling precinct, incorporating a private marina, restaurants, bars,
Mantra Hotel and recreation facilities.

Tenancy WH: This tenancy has a total lettable area of 299 square metres* and has the
option of being divided into two smaller tenancies - being approximately 183 sqm* & 116
sqm*.

Tenancy WJ: This available space has a total lettable area of 308 square metres*.
Join successful businesses in the Marina area such as North Queensland Bulk Ports, Real
Time Instruments, Accounting Solutions CQ and many more!

Features of this property include:

> Marina and ocean views;
> Onsite parking;
> Existing fitout in amazing condition;
> Modern tenancies, ready to move straight into!
> Air-conditioned;
> Walk to restaurants and the Mantra Hotel;
> Fantastic natural light.

Contact our team today to arrange an inspection and see what this property has to offer!

*Approximate and subject to confirmation by survey.

The Agent does not give any warranty as to errors or omissions, if any, in these particulars.
The provided information from the Vendor can be deemed reliable but not accurate. Any

Additional Details

Tenure Type
Vacant Possession

Zoning
Special Use Zone

Jordan Miller
0438178101
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persons interested in the property should conduct their own research

2UNMATCHED VIEWS AND ONLY 7 MINUTES FROM THE MACKAY CBD!


